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Introduction 

All the properties which describe the state of an explOBiveTC 

% 

substance immediately after the passage of a steady-state one- 
, dimensional detonation wave oan be calculated with considerable 
accuracy by the hydrodynamlc-thermodynainlo theory. This theory 
determines the five unknown properties 

•  , 
(1) Detonation velocity D 

V- (2) Gas velocity U 
"*' (3) detonation temperature T2 

(4) Detonation pressure P2 
(J5) Detonation specific volume v« 

In terms of the known thermal properties of the Initial state, with 
the aid of the five equations 

(1) Conservation of mass 
(2) Conservation of momentum 
fSJ Conservation of energy 
(<t)  Equation of state of the substance 
(5) i^ie Cliapnan-Jouguefc condition, 

Po-Pi   ^dPo\ 

L 

* 

Those steady-state properties depend only upon the equilibrium 
conditions in front of the wave and behind the wave, and are 
completely independent of the detailed structure of the detonation 
wave and of properties which affect only that structure — 
properties like the viscosity, tho thermal conductivity, or the 
specific rate of the chemical reaction. 

Various researches on the necessary high-temperature thermal 
data and on the appropriate equation of state for highly compressed 
gases (of. the sur.marles by Eistiakowsky and Wilson, and by Cook) 
and on the validity of the Chapman-Jouguet oondition (von Neumann) 
permit calculations of tho detention properties of any chosen 
explosive te be made with considerable assurance.  In the present 
investigation we shall assume the correctness of the hydrodjnamio- 
thermodynamic theory for steady-state one-dimensional waves, and 
shall use Its results whenever necessary. 

'fhe agreement between theory and experiment becomes poor 
for some explosives under certain conditions — in particular, for 
explosives of low energy, loosely confined or in narrow charges, 
in the cast state or large grains, or insufficiently boosted. 

^ 
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Under thee« conditions the explosive nay fa) refuse to detonaraZtf/ 
or9 fail to attain the fall theoretical detonation velocity. The™ 
problem is to deoide whether a partioulor initial impulse «rill 
attenuate and eventually die away, or whether it will grow into 
a detonation« In other words, a solution of this problem would 

■i cover the entire subject of "sensitivity" of explosives (i.e., 
sensitivity to thermal initiation. She problem of sensitivity to 
shook involves the additional problem of the conversion of 

<v- mechanical energy into heat)« 

Or the explosive may fb) after detonation has been initiated, fall 
to maintain it. After the explosion, part of the explosive remains 
unchanged. The solution of this problem requires a study of the 
rates of the disslpative prooesses whloh oause the ohemioal reaotlon 
fand the detonation wave) to oome to a stop. 

The present investigation has been undertaken to study the 
theory of the oausee of these two kinds of failure* In the course 
of it we shall study the distribution of temperature and pressure 
within a detonation wave, and the effect of these variables upon 
the rate of the ohemioal decomposition reaction. 

The report will be divided into four parts: 

Part I. Ohemioal Reactions In an jftploslve Substance. 
The effect of temperature, pressure, and the nature of the 

reacting phase will be discussed. 

Part II. Detailed Struoture of the Steady-State Detonation wave. 
Numerical integration will be employed to obtain the 

distribution of temperature and pressure in shook waves with and 
without ohemioal reaction. 

Part in. Detonation wave with Radial Losses. 

Part IV. Detonation Wave in the flon-Steady State» 
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PART I.     OaaJZGAL aiSAGTXOBB III All JäKPLOBIViS ßUBST.-JJCJB. «*?Ifc 

flime-Teaperature Relation in an Explosive Reaction. 

It will be useful to have a preliminary idea of the timee 
required to attain various temperatures in the explosive reaction. 

*  . So  obtain this preliminary estimate, we oan consider a volume of 
reaotant all of which is brought to the temperature T0 at time t*0, 

(   "7e then solve the conservation-of-energy equation with the neglect 
of all transport terms, obtaining the temperature T as a function 
of time t,    (it  ief of course, realised that the neglected transport 
terms may become important in an actual wave.) 

Consider the enrgy change 
;ime t s 0 to time t ■ t. 'jhen 

within this reaction mixture from 

(2  - iJU+Q - CL(? - Tj  = 0 • •»«•-« •ri) 

where £ is the temperature at time jb, ...'■..-- 
Cv is the mean heat capacity, 

,■£ is the heat evolved by the reaction to time t, 
(iS-iä0) includes all other energy terms: radiation, Conduction, 

kinetic energy, adiabatic compression. It will in 
general be B funotion of both time and distance. - 

7o the approximation we now require, (I>jü0] may be set equal to" 
zero, giving 

1 - Trt 5 Q/DL •-• •... •-• rs) 

C 

By neglecting all transport terms we have eliminated, distance- from 
the equation. In other words, it is assumed that all the heat of 
the Reaction goes to raise the temperature of the reaction mixture« 

At infinite time t *eol the temperature will have attained 
a terminal value      "** 

*oo- T0 = QCD/7« (3\ 

V— 

where g^   iß the heat evolved in the complete reaction. 
• The temperature variation is now given by 

dt ÜV    dt 

  

ootfiööfi^ 
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To proceed farther, We rauet evaluate d >/dt In terms of 

kinetics of the reaction,  :»or a first order reaction 
ft&tt 

dn 
dt 

s n Z  e -A/l' 

- i 

» ... 
n. 
n - -\ Z o"""'* dt 
■   ■  ■  lr 

-A/I 

Mini (5) 

•••••.(6/ 

where n is the amount of unchanged reuctant remaining, 

Z is the probability factor for the reaction, 
A is Afl/JR, the heat of activation for the reaction divided 

by the gftl constant. 

The heat (} Is then 

Q = ^(x.£_)rQ(D(l.e-l
Ze'AAdt)  (r, 

and its time derivative ie 

• 

••••••(o) 

On combining JSq.(7) and Eft. (8), 

The temperature variation is therefore given by 

(9) 

§ = ft«,- z) z •-*/» f (10) 

c 

which is  ehe basic  differential equation to be solved.     It  is 
integrated without difficulty to give 

- 1 „  A      1  „  A   ,  e •■**t-s»t+ 
AA 00 BA/T „. /A   A \     eA/1oo        /*    i \ 

where the symbol Ei represents the exponential integral 

i5i x = 
e    dx 

atfBjanW- 
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for which tabulated values are available. For all 
temperature except those in the immediate neighborhood of 
the exponential integral may be replaced by its approximate value 

,:ä%^ 

* Si x -    ~-+... ■ 

l    s giving a6 the final result 
••■ 

0            t.L 
AZ 'J°2    .AAo    -        T* A/I e ' 

• ••••• (lb ) 

2rom J3q,   (12) — or,   In the neighborhood of T^ ,   from 
Eq.   (11) — the time-temperature curve f»r the entire course of 
the explosive reaction can be calculated readily.    As an illus- 
trative example,  this has been done using the following numerical 
values* 

A» 
Z 
A 

a looo0:: 
=  6000°K 

-i 1015 sec 
60,000/1.986 

and the results are tabulated in Table X«    The same results are 
graphed in Fig.  1,  and to a greatly enlarged scale In Pig.  2. 

*The value of Z was  taken to be kT/h where k  is BoltzmannTe 
constant,   T  *-s 300003£,  and h is Planck's  constant,  multiplied into 
edS/R v/ljjh ^g* = 5 cal dog"1.    These are reasonable values,   for  the 
entropy change  of activation  in the highly condensed system is 
probably small. 4 

The value of ajr   was arbitrarily chosen as 60 kcal.,   or 
about the strength ox a carbon-carbon bond.    Experimental values 

*       from low-temperature measurements have been reported both higher 
and lower than this value. 

«.QNFIDENT1M- 
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i'a^lo  I °°»lfin 

t 

(. 

temperature,    K. 

1000 
1010 u.46 10 
110Ü » 
1200 » 
1C00 " 
«J000 " 
3000 " 
4000 " 
50J0 " 
5500 " 
5C00 " 
5900 " 
59 i0 " 
591>0 " 
5999 " 
6000 

Time,   liucoi.'tU» **% 

,-to 
0 r 
1.60 10"D 

- 5.9    10*2 
- 7.ä5 10-' 
- e.i   icr* 
- 1.5    10"*° 
- .,.44  10*J* 
- V.5G 10-^ 
- 1   95  lO'1-' 

- 1.96 10"1J 

t J.09 lO"1^ 
I- *.19  lO"1^ 
♦ 6.65 10-,1- 
♦ 9.55  lO"1* 

Infinite 

o 

]J lap üb ä i Oil 

fa) iJhe calculate*., curves v/ill be observed to reproduce 
the  qualitative ieatures  OJI an explosive reaction:  a long  induct ion 
period is  x'olloweu by an extremely r^pid riüe o2 temperature,   whicu 
does not cease until the reaction iß substantially oomplete. 

(b) v/hen the reaction h**s proceeded üc aw appreciable 
extenty  tiie second tern on the right ox jq.   (l£) mc*,-   be neglected 
in comparison with the xlret,    :ivin,<; 

W») 

The induction period therefore depends exponentially on the 
reciprocal oi the initial absolute temperature.* 'i'hie is 
precisely the result found experimentally by vatfous experimenters 
(.ndieov, C.ii.ner, ."j.ilee, Harvey, liuraour)«  £hc relation iß 
usually written in i;lie form 

log t = 4 4 13 (14) 

•In the illustrative example! the lnduotion period A
:or 

-o = 300°z. is 101' years. i'ho substance would be stable at 
room temperaturej 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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jliiB a&reetaent with experiment Leads ue tc eirpect tha 
foregoing timo-teraperature analysis  le not far ffcoa c 

^^ITJAL (o) The numerical values oi *i:;ii.  1 and 2 are prob, 
sufficiently accurate to provide an Orter-Of-magnitude estimate. 
It will be observed tlicit the last 7&'/o Of the reaction requires 
OiJly ;:."bouu 10"3-1 seconds.    During this time a molecule  in the 
3Q::.ni"essed State will undergo eorne 10 to 100 collisions,  which will 
seivu to etjuiliue any local temperature fluctuations« 

Jven with an initial temper.:.turo o.c 1000°K.,   (which is a 
•toiler .turo tlia« may reasonably be eirpecto:-. to occui  loc.lly from 
i'rictional heating]  the  induction period  is  only ox the  order oi' 
10"^ seconds.     It  is a  ulaot thct time-l./jL  o*.  ignition oi sens 1 Live 
explosives,  au determined £rOD oscillo r ph record*,  ate about 
lü"ß seconds   fauoted by cook,  l(J<ti.»)« 

I£  oho reaction does prooeed at velociuios o.: the order ox 
those estimated here,   there remains no objection to the "thermal" 
hypothMil OL reaction;  the only previous objection ikid been that 
the reaction would proceed too slowly  (e.g.,  one eetfcr.iate pave a 
time-lar; oi' 10"u seconds). 

Vi'e may therefore make subsequent calculations on  the 
assumption tnat  each individual molecule in the explosion undergoes 
an ordinary thermal reaction,  aad that its rate of reaction can bo 
treated by 'i;he usual methods ox chomical leinetics.    In particular, 
it  will not be necessary *° aebume that the reaotlon  Ifl  initiated 
by any special mechanism Involving: impact  or shod; waves,  as has 
sometimes boen assumed« 

< 

*Semenov has obtained an equation c*lso oiJ the form oi ^.(l<k) 
03 assuming .that the reaction produces fragments which can later 
initiate chains —  Jhe so-called "c.ef.'enuratu bi-iuchi-i;;«"    It  is 
niideiatandable that the equations Lhould be iorsiially similar 
because in each process something produce,, by the reaction   (heat 
or chain-starters,  respectively) serves to accelerate the reaction« 
i?he "degenerate branching" hypothesiß seems lese likely than the 
present  "thermal" hypothesis for detonation  in solid e^-plosives, 
since une  :-Ouon«.~iio~« process has not  «;een shown- to  L-e sensitized 
by added ohaln*Initiators« 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Ex feet ox Preeeure on an.:iagploslve Reaction 

*** 

a^ 
We now proceed to  investigate the consequences Ox our   "r/Aff/ 

sumption that the elementary rate process in an explosive react JCM. 
,y to treated by  the usual methods  oiJ reaction kinetics.    The 
solute rate  01' a chemical reaction is $iven by 

kr 
- k.2     -A3/:;J;  (Iß) 

<   rt ere kr Is the speciiic reaction rate consccait, 
k is Boltzmannfe oonetant, 
2 is the absolute temperature, 
h is Planck's constant, 
A! is the Standard i'ree er.er;:y ohange for the formation oi 

a mole of activated comple: from th3 reactanus, 
R Is the t:as constant

-, in the ■ ime unite as 

x'o investigate the ei-Ject oi pressure P on the specific 
reaotlon rate, we wish to calculate the increase in free energy 
when the system goes from its normal to iüü activated state at 
the pressure p. The thermodynamlo relation is 

KSPte    v • • • • 1 • (lo ) 

c 

which integrated becomes 
p 

APp-p    = /a.Vs-0  *" UV dr    = P ÄV^+Ai^-Q ♦ (IV) 

this  is the lnolease in iree energy   oi' activation which results 
from the work done  in the volume change oi" activation ÄV* against 
ehe external pressure P.    It seems cafe  üO assume that in the 
decomposition reactions found in explosions the ootlvated stcite 
will he more expanded in volume \ih<xn the reuctants«    Shoe AV*  ife 
always positive,  and a reasonable estimate oi its magnitude is 
10 oh° mole"1  (ci. btearn and jtyring).    li wo t,*ke the pressure 
in  an  explosion 
energy is 

to "be 50,'JOO atmospheres, the Inoreaee in free 

PAV   
= öuufüuO em^ atmospheres 
= l»i kilooalorles (18) 

'ONFIOEWTIW- 
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% Since the volume Ohange of aot i vet ion oi a dilute (:as is 
this free energy is also the difference between the free ener 
oi: activation in the ,':ae phace an. in the liquid (or highly 
o ompress ed gas ) pJu.»s o: 

msn 

"umui - <4i = *4T ■ u toal •«••.. (19) 

At a tenporature of üOOO°K»f this difference in froe energy of 
aotivatloi) ie enough to slow the reaction rate down by a factor 
Of e   = *>•  fhe exieot of pressure on the specific rate at high 
temperatures is therefore BO email that it may safely be ignored 
in all but the moot highly refined calculations. 

üince the ßi,";n oi* the volume ohange of activation will 
most probably be positive, the effect Of high pressure will always 
be to slow the reaction down if fie reaction is unimolecular. 
in increase oi presLuro -./oulü never be expected to have the effect 
of markedly increasing the specific Reaction rate, as has sometimes 
been proposed'«' "" 

homogeneous Reaction in the Solid State 

Suppose the activated st:.i;e \v  to be formed in the interior 
O4 a solid» Since the reaction has been supposed to require a 
volume Increase on activation, there will be a corresponding 
1 nor ease in the free energy of activation, because of the additional 
work of compression on the surrounding solid.  One way of estimating 
the increase in free energy is to suppose that the surrounding 
solid oontraots homogeneously« Again making use of the thermo- 
dyn< iml c relat i on 

(s), ■ ••••••(16) 

O 

we Integrate to obtain 

ft 
V. - \ = WdP =   v 41 (19) 

'Jhis is the increase where ^ is tho compressibility of the solid. 
In froe energy Of activation which results from the work done in 
the deformation of the solid lattice. She compressibility in 

kc"1 cm of fats and related compounds is about 50 10"6, and of 
granite is about 2 10"^. fhus the increase in froe energy is 

\ 

,L. 
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10 10   k# om 

10    omv  atmospheres 

24 kilocaloriee  (20) 

( 

"i.ice a liquid  is sufficiently disordered that  ite lattice will 
iot bo comjiressed like that  of a solid,  this free energy is also 

i  uhe ilixieicDce between the free energies of activation in the 
.-solid phase  .jncl  in  the liquid  for compressed #as) phase: 

**solid " ^liquid = ~ * 24 koal • •••••(21 / 

While at room temperature this difference in free energy 
would oauso the rate to be slower in the solid state by a factor 

40    17 of e u  10Xft and so oause the solid to be enormously more stable 
than the liquid or gaaf at a temperature of 4000°£. the reaction 
in the solid will only be slower by a factor ox e^ or about 20. 
Jhus if the temperature is high enough, the solid will decompose 
at a r:*ce comparable to tliat of the liquid or vapor. 

Discussion 

:„'he parallel between the decomposition reactions of 
exklusives in the ,;;as, liquid, ana solid states and diffusion 
processes in those same states is complete. 

In the dilute sas phase, the diffusion process /joes without 
activation enor:-r,   and does not defend on pressure,  fhe volume 
change necessary in the decomposition reaction can take place at 
no  uxpense/ of free enoTf:y9  since each molecule has plenty of space 
already. 

In the liquid phase, a diffusing molecule requires a certain 
amount of additional volume— or, as it lias been called, a "hole? 
The formation of this hole requires a certain amount of free 
energy (&  fraction of the heat of vaporization) and, in addition, 
the free onorgy required to carry out the expansion against any 
external pressure P.  In the decomposition reaction, free energy 
most similarly be supplied for the volume change /ST*-  against the 
external pressure P. 

In the solia" phase, a diffusing molecule also requires extra 
volume to permit its flow. But where in a liquid such a hole 
could be introduced without appreciably disturbing the order of the 
entire liquid (since it was already disordered), in a solid the 
introduction of such a hole produces a displacement of a 
considerable number of molecules in the lattice from their previou: 
i osit ions.  This requires more energy, consequently diffusion in 
the solid state is much more diffioult than that in the liquid 
state.  The same is true of decomposition in the solid state. It 
is the requirement that the lattice retains its order — that a 
creat many molecules in the lattice must move cooperative^' when 
the lattice expands — that suppresses both diffusion and chemical 
reaction. 

* 
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The Transit ion Between fleaotion üeohanisme s»te 

%> 
Both from tho o one Id orations oi' the previous section which 

indicate that reaction should bo possible in the solid state, and 
from the experimental fact that it Is possible to detonate oast 
sticks of explosive, we are loci to write the reaction 

* 

RSUJiVu^    k|>?1lg_>  PBCDUC1S • •••■•  \f*Ci I 

It is alto known that under conditions where dissipation 
is possible, detonation velocity is very sensitive to partiole 
size, smaller particles (i.e. more total surface) giving velocities 
nearer to tho theoretical. The conclusion immediately suggests 
itself that the reaction is a surfaoe for "topoohemical") 2/3 order 
reaction, evaporation probably being the rate-determining step. 
The reaction ma£ be formulated 

fcovar> 

V.iPOR 
cgas 

(23) 

$  T?3DWQTa 

IVo now enquire when reaction (22) will outstrip the system of 
reactions (25).  'fhe kinetics of reactions (23) may be obtained 
lay assuming a steady-state concentration of vapor.  Jhen 

dfY.lPQB)  > 
dt 

= k0r»p(&UZU!ACJIJ - k4vap(ßUK^C]fi) (V,.?OR) 

-kgaß(V-.POK)    =0  (24 ) 

o 
k,ae(VATCK) 

. IfrraptePBjBMj ■dfi'aoiqqas) 

kJvapf&U^AGJSj dt (2CJ 

kgas 
4-  i 

The two limiting cases are of mcst interest: If evaporation is 
much slowor than gaG reaction, 

dt kerapfßüBifcCÄj  • (26) 

CONFIDENT^ 
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If on the  other hand the r:ae reaction is elovvor , «A)^ 
d (PRODUCE 

dt 

covap ***%, 
• •••••  [dl   ) - -ijaa kevap 

Above the temperature at which 

k*:as = kevap (BOT-PÜDU) 

the rake-determining process is evaporation; below that temperature 
it LB the gas reaction.  In order to find the absolute rates of 
those two processes, wo estimate their heats and entropies oi 
activation and apply the absolute rate theory» 

Jr 

fcas 
- KZ    -^electronic 

h    « TTF ,(26) 

The only activation energy i'or tho   ;:as  reaction  is  that nocossar; 
for the electronic rearrangement which accompanies the reaction. 

k1 

ovap (SUR,,0J)  = 10"6^o10/R (29 

Tho fraction  of molecules which are in  tho surface  is really 
variable,  since it depends on tho 2/3 power of the amount unreacted. 
'.'he  fraction hero taken,   10"^,   is an estimate which might vary 
from case to caso.    Condensation  is assumed to go without activation 
onci"^, 
is  estl 

gy-  "but requires  tho  lose  of  the entropy of vaporization,  which 
stimated  i;o be 10 cal tieft""* for the compressed gas. 

When the two rates are enual, 

m z    ^electronic  
£ In 6 + Aßgvap 

 (SO) 

SO,000 
2V.4   4-   10 

=  600°Z. 

i'he electronic activation energy is estimated to be '60 kcal,    fhc 
final result   is,   of course,   subject to considerable error. 

The rate of the homogeneous reaction is 

- kv    *'^electronic + ci?u::pansj.on) k, solid h R'J ••••..(ox) 

GÜNFIDENTIAL 
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and the ratio Of evaporation  ie %/5 
***» 

• •••••( >'£# « Ä 

i 

• where the fraotlon o.J surface molocules ie taken M beiore, and 
evaporation is assumed to require the full heat Of evaporation 
z.nd  fco proceed without entropy of activation. 

Reactions [Z& )  and (36) noi/ have the tame rate at a 
temperature 

A, = * electronic » * • earpans i on " ~fi££ .-   (*& I 

.  R la 6 

30.000 4 20.000 - io,poo, 
*J7.4 

= lüOü0^. 

I. 

?he jij/ee energy neoeui.ary xor expansion  iß estiiiateu to be bO kcal, 
the heat of vaporization 10 lcc.il.    Jhla final result .:.lso ie 
subject to considerable error« 

v/e aay now assemble the results o. the above calculations. 

(ateolld reaotlon 
Above .... temperature ox about J00u0K.f  react ion will by 

]»referenoe occui   in  uhe solid phase«:  homogeneously«    ?he rate Drill 
obey ifiq.   (31).    ..t hi  h temperatures* the high aotlvatlon energy 
is not a particularly serious handloap to   the reaotlon   (see l:ir;-s. 
3 and 4).    in fact, at high temperatures the reaotlon is not 
markedly temperature-dependent  f .i •, 4y.    however at lower 
temperatures the reaotlon beoomeii highly  temperature-dependent a;.'d 
drops out completely.     .'Ms means that  i-! the react ion 1B to r:o 
in  ohe solid,   the temperature must be kept high«     'Jhe mean length 
of the reaotlon «one is lOCtfi upward (see H$B* I> t.nci 4). 

(£ L i&8B2SÜL 125 
.^rom about 2000°i:. down to about 8(Xrx*a the preferred rate* 

determining step is evaporation.     It obeys ijg«   (32) and ie  only 
mildly temperature-dependent,    oinoe  it  is proportional to the 
amount  of surface,   t._is reaotlon raüe will be sensitive to partiole 
sine,     .JIio reaction zono  is of fche order of 1 to 100 oentimeters, 
so this  reaction rate will also be sensitive uo the size and form 
of the explosive charge.     Z+  the roaction is to fjo rapidly by this 
mechanism,  the partlole size gust be kept small or the oharge siije 
large• 

jo ) Gas react ion 
xhls io the only reaction below about ou0°K.  It   is to 

temperature-dependent t-nd the leaction sone so lon£ that there is 
little chance of it go in : at all.    In fact Bolyaser finds that 
explosion  initiation does  not   occur   intii   the  'joll¥TO|lf^lit?ltfr|AI 

- 
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PART II. vasillM 3?wc2uiia 01? Mi t2MBt**um u 

The Solo of Jhermal Conduct ion 
W/ 

It will be of int erect to see whether thermal conduction 
.   is of any importance in the propagation of the detonation wave. 

?o obtain an approxit/iate answer to this question,  v/e take a semi- 
Oiniinite medium of thermal conductivity K» #   impose on it the 

boundary condition 4U ■ al, at x=0 for all time ££0, and follow 
the temperature witnTn clie medium as a funotion ö"f time and distance. 

Zhli  is a classical problem and the solution is well known 
(of.  Carslaw,  Conduction of Heat p. 46).    If the differential 
equation for Lao diffusion of temperature is 

 (34) 

the required solution is 

42 
A«, 

■  1 - 2 ftf 

/«5 
136] 

where A?  is the  tempera cure rise at any x,  t^, 
^Ji  is the  temperature rise at  the boundary x=0, 
K,   is tlie thermal conductivity, 
V ic the volume  (per gram,  uolo,   or molecule), 
Cy is  the heat capacity  (for  the same quantity), 

-    tJ- v        -y /2 
ßrf x  is the  error function     rs ~  i   e      '  dy 

for which values are tabulated« 

v/e now require a numerloal value for the parameter ioV/Cv. 
.'. straightforward application of kinetic theory  (of. Jeaas, 
Bynqmioal   *heor j  of Oases ) gives 

K»  = I/o    N/V    GV0 :•  (persistence of velocity factor)   ....(36) 

whore ll/v is the number of molocules per unit volume, 
Ü" is the moan velocity, 
L is thj mean free path. 

. 
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?or a liquid this becomes at once  (Kincaid and 3yrlng) 

%y m  (persistence faotor)    . .3    -       •* 
^^/ 

 (37) 

*  where u is the velocity of sound» 
J\, is the interatomic distance. 

OWe shall use this expression for the highly compressed gas also. 
The quantity K»V/CV,  which may be called the "thermal diffusivity,' 
is 

Ky .  (persistence faotor)      ^  (38) 

:*ov a gas with spherical molecules, the persistenoe-of-veloolty 
factor is £.522 (Chapman and Cowling, p. 255). With the high 
forward velocities existing in the detonation wave, this factor 
might be somewhat larger. In any event, it will approximately 
cancel the factor 1/3 so that 

■•••■■(oJ) 

The diffusion equation and  its solution for  the problem of. 
the semi-infinite medium now become,  respectively 

£2. = «"X *ZT 
 (40) 

*$-*!-•»* 
\fz  u> A t 

••••••(41) 

G 
With the numerioal values u ■ 6 10 om sec" 

% = 3 10"8 cm 

the temperature rise has been computed from JSq. (41) for various 
times and distances. The results for 1 A, 10 A, and 100 A are 
plotted in ?ig. 5, and the numerical results for 10 A are also 
given in Table II. 
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Table II 

!lme,   socoude 

io-13 

io-12 

10*11 

10~e 

&1/&X 
TIAL 

0.096 
.598 
.668 
• 956 
.9867 
.9958 

If the detonation wave is traveling with a velocity 
B = 8 10 om sec"1, the temperature at 100 $.  distance would not 
'lave "been raised percepti"bly by thermal conduction in the time 
required for the wave to travel 100 A. Therefore at this distance 
thermal conduction is of no importance. 

At 10 X, thermal conduction will have raised the tempera cure 
about 15$ of its total value, in the time the wave would take to 
travel this far. therefore at this distance thermal conduction 
is of a certain importance. 

At 1 £, thermal conduction will have raised the temperature 
65$ of its total value and is therefore of great importance. 

The effect of conduction estimated in this way is probably 
an upper limit, einoe in a reacting system the source of 
Temperature would not maintain its high value continuously, nor 
would the velocity of sound always be so high as that assumed here r 
'Dhie leads us to the conclusion that the conduction of energy 
fsuoh as that given out by a reacting grain of explosive) in the 
compressed gas is comparatively short-range.•.at most, over a dis- 
tance of a few molecular diameters,  i'hus the temperature within 
a reacting system will not be the same throughout. It seems mov»> 
likely that the temperature in the given region will not bo very 
different from that resulting from the chemical reaction which üflb 
taken plaoe in that given region. Those regions in which reactior. 
has proceodod farther will then bo at a higher temperature. 

If this qualitative result is correct, the temperature 
distribution in a detonation wave with chemical reaction would 
more nearly resemble figure 6a than Figure 6b which is usually 
assumed: 

i 
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The- Uifxüi-ontlal aguationi; for a Ono-Dimensional Btgadg; 

State Detonation Wave 

^ 

l'2:o propagation ox' a one-dl;-ieno tonal detonation '.^VJ ie 
deeoribed by the partial differential equations 

fox the ooneervatlon of mass. 

•••«••(42) 

HI ♦ ■£) - -fc (• -.«! 
lot the conservation o.-; momentum, and 

 (4S) 

>g , _n = i (,. tt^ 5?+*S e 
3 

rT?.j^ + griEV (44) 

for the oonsoivation of ener&>*    izorc M it. 4/i$ oi :os the viccosJ «;;■ 
and othor oymbols have already be on defined» 

li? uhu ■Louon'j.lion waye  le movlns along ai, i* o one t ant 
veloolty and ifith a oonstant shape and magnitude!   bae trans format to: 
be a coordinate Byutem moving with the veloolty of the wave- permit 
the conservation equations to be integrated at onoe  (ofa Booker ov. 
Kiotlakowsky and   /iloon)  to  oYfcain  <;hu  tot--il üiix'^iüij^ic.l oquavii ; .= ■ 

fU - L. 

Ilii 4»P «• J  s M du/dy 

ii+uj/k - Ju    - „' S -*dj/dy 

• •••••( ^tj j 

• •••••  f <*ö i 

••••••(47] 

whai'e u   *.s  the vej.nci.v-   i.n  ühe  MOV i J;   oooi-6.iJ.i,.'i;u  b>sven, 
y  is   Liio ci.3tc;noo  In the  r-iovivK: cooiui vi-,/fco u^ö^eüi, 
i:»  i»  ',r'^ .-' &*° oonetantt   o.-:  intoM'avlo^  i;o *:e JV&IUM i: eo. iJrom 

ühü ijot{h.\TTx2   oo. i""i ; j one« 

\  
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(a) Structure of shook wavo without reactiönjAw^»A*füct 

With the assumption that the substance is a perfect gas, 

P = p HT = EMT/u  (48) 

and that no chemical reaction oocurs, 

J = CVT  (49) 

Equations   (46) and   (47) become 

Liu 4-HM'J/u - J  = f du/dy  (50) 

VYs +*9/Vi - *u2 - 7 =   j-fdi/dy    ,  f61J 

Equations   (50) and   (51) aro the "basic  equations  for a pure shock 
wavo  in a per foot gas — such a wavo as might be initiated and 
supported by a moving piston. 

Since the derivatives  on the right sides are equal to zero 
before the detonation wave and behind the detonation wave,  they 
may be set equal to zero and the two equations solved simultaneous 
ly for the temperature und velocity before and after the detonöt'.ni 
wave.    This  is the usual procedure of the hydrodynamic-thermodyrj^i.l' 
treatment.     On the  other hand,   iSquations   (50) and   (51)  rauet be 
solved exactly to find  the structure of the wave  itself. 

?or convenience  in calculation,   we make the  following 
changes  of notation: 

Reduced tomporature Q = r RLi2/J2 

Reduced velocity        ««* = u Il/J 

.Reduced distance        z = y IlA* 

t = R/2CV 

i*a = 2 lfo/b2 

i?ae following differential equations are  obtained: 

d*/dz  =^J^9/^   - 1  (52) 

dO/dz = 1A[
ö
 - S(l-o)2 - SaJ  (53) 

ONFIDENTIAl 
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If iflq.   (5ö)   iß  clivldod by ;äq.   (52)  wo obtain the  temperature 
volocity relation for a particle 

muL 

do - lAl Q - jfl-cdT "Ca: 
dvo"    re 4- 9/io -i • •••••( 04 / 

.'or the spocial oase k = 1 + 2?, iäquations (52)-(54) c^n be 
solved in olosod form, for if 9 is expressou as a power series in 
CO t   the series fortuitously terminates (of. Becker). 2ho result 

9 = £JTI <l + *-*>2>  ■(55) 

2o +1 *o.ln [f^rflil -*llnf«*-»H) (56 

A computation of the temperature and density within a shock wave 
has boon carried through with the aid of 3qs. (55) and (56) and 
;ho assumed numerical values 

•k m „ 2. *«l 
O ■ 0.2 corresponding to C - 5 cal deg  mole 

k - 1.4 which is about correct for a dilute gas« 

a = 0 which means that the dotonation velocity is very 
high or the initial temperature very low, since 

for low rf0   a = SE^Q/D" approximately. 

The results of tho computation are plotted in 31g. 7. 

In general the conductivity in a shock wave may bo expedc i 
to bt> somewhat groatoi than that corresponding to k = 1.4 • It it: 
therefore desirable to solve äqs. (52)-(54) for any value of k. 
An attempt to solve tho equations by Betting 0 equal to a power 
series in «tf was abandonee«, because tho series did not converge well. 
Recourse WAS then had to numerical integration« 

:ühe derivative in Eq. (54) is indeterminate at the boundary, 
bince both its numerator and denominator vanish. However, it may 
*-o evaluated by the method of L'Hospital, differentiating both v/?ti: 
vüjpoct to U) and solving the resulting algebraic equation for 
:'G/d&o. With this as a starting point, 3q. (64) may be integrated 
.. umerically.  The values ol  9 and »*> so obtained permit the numerical 
integration of I3qs. (52) and (53). 
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fMlAL In order to investigate tho offoot of increased thorma. 

conductivity, tho numerical integration was carried through for 
tho numorioal values r 

S = 0.2 
k = 6 
a s 0 

and tho results appoar  In .Tig.  8.    It will bo seen that tho only 
effect of the  Increased thermal conductivity is to spread the 
tomporaturo-wavo farther ahead of the pressure-wave. 

In order to investigato the effect of a higher initial 
temperature, numerical integration was also carried through for 
■••ho values 

0 =  0.2 
k =  6 
a = 0.1 

and tho results appoar in Pig« 9. The only effect of the higher 
initial temperature is to raise tho temperature-wave slightly. 

Figures 7, 6, and 9 are all drawn to the same scale so 
thoy are directly comparable.  In each graph temperature, pressure, 
and density are plotted as percentages oJ their asymptotic value«» 
In each graph the unit of distance z_  is al;out 45 Än^str^m units. 
These shook waves are comparativoly""wide because the calculations 
wore mado for a gas; for a solid, the waves would bo much narrower 

1 Discussion 

i 

It is to be noted that in each of tho calculated shook 
waves the tomperature-wave precedes the pressure-wave.  2hls appe^: 
co be a general phenomenon, and is understandable in the light of 
tho following considerations. 

The impulses which form tho tomporaturo-wave are transmit- .' 
from molecule to rnoloculo by collisions. Because of the short 
distances between molecules in tho highly compressed state, the 
fraction of the distance through which the signal must be oarriea 
b^ moving molooules is small. The rate of transmission of tho 
thermal impulse can therefore exceed the kinetic-theory velocity 
of tho molecules by a considerable amount. 

The density (and pressure)-waves, however, are built up by 
an increased concentration of moloculos thornselves*  Tho rate of 
this process will not exceed that permitted by tho kinetic-theory 
velocity of the molecules. 

If the rate of transport of heat always exceeds tho rate ol: 
transport of molecules, we may safely neglect convectivo transport 
J?  enorgy In the detonation wavo. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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(b) Shook wavo with ohomical reaction,  in a perfect goifr»? 11 AI 

V/hon a ohomical reaction is oocurrinf; within tho Bhook wave, 
tlio basic  equations  for  tho steady-stato wavo bocome 

i£u 4 Riff/u - J  = u du/dy  (57 ) 

0V2 -   (l-njQ+uJ'll - *u2 - V = 5 dl'/dy        (56) 

i-Jqe.   (57) uiiid   (513) differ from tho oquations  ior tho shock w^ve 
without reaction  only by tho inclusion of tho term  (l-n)Q,  where 

ä is the heat  evolved ay tho reaction,  per unit m<.«68v 

n  is the fraction of raptorial left unrobeted. 

In addition thore will ho CM equation for  tho rate oi* 
roaction,  which will bo for a firet-order roaction 

" ft S n Z °  (59) 

Tho timo derivative in iSq. (59) c:in bo ohanrod to the space 
derivative with tho aid of tho relation which holde for the ■ toady 
state 

»■»!}  '••> 

For convenience in calculation,  we make tho same changes  Ir 
rotation as before   (par^e 23),  with the additional ones 

Zx  = ZM/J 

A" = A m^/j2 

"Uiie  following throe differential equations are obtained: 

d*j/dz = <*> 4- ö/co - 1  (61) 

dö/dz = IA[ö -Q'(l-n) -§(l-(*)a -SaJ  (6<*) 

dn/dz  = - -    Z'  u"A,/°  (6^) 

GQHFIDEKT1AL 
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%töto&f Jäquations   (61),   (6*2),   (63) must bo intogratüd lir.ultaneou, 
•j?hlo can bo dono by numerical  integration 

The rosult of the  integration is frivon in Pig«  10 for tho 
conditions       ^ 

i s 0.2 a = 0.1 k = 6 

Qf  =  0.1435      Z1  = 104 Af  = 1.735 

which oorrospond to tho boundary oonditions 

Z = 2.5 1015 soc"1 

A =  60,000/1.986 dog 

7ML 

D  = 2.15 105 cm eoc"1 

Q s 12,4 koal molo"1 

(?0 = 0.0012 gm cm"
3 

P0 = 1 atmosphere 

^2 4/3 n s 2.27 10"4 poiso 

Probability factor 
Heat of activation 
Detonation volooity 
Hoat of reaotion 
Initial density 
Initial pressure 

Viscosity 

It will be soon from the results of Pig« 10 that a 
unimolecular gas roaction, even with a high activation energy, 
will go to completion in a distance less than that required for 
the system to reach its highest temperature. Under these condition 
i;he rate-dotormining step will shift to some1 other process such 
as evaporation or activation by bimoleoular collision for «as 
roactions (Cf. discussion in Part I). 

(o) Shock wave in a solid explosive, with evaporation tho 
.ru.te-dotermining step. 

When a shock wave and its accompanying chemical roaction 
are taking place in a solid explosive, the equations for tho 
steady-state wave bocome 

( 

M/V  = M 

lfcL + P - J =/V du/dy 

 (64) 

..•«••(65) 

tfvT - (l-n)Q + uj/fo - £u -7= J dfl/dy   (66; 
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evaj 

fÄDSEfa 
V,T RT * = Pi —*— 4- (1-n) ...««.(67) 

whero Pj Is tho initial pressure of the rosldual gas, 
V^ Is the  initial specific volume, 
T-j   is tho initial temperature, 
n  is tho fraction of explosive remaining in the solid State, 
oi is  the ooVolume   (assumed constant). 

An additional equation is roquirod for tho rate of react if.:. 
The solid  is supposed to bo grains of uniform size,  and it  is 
assumed that  tho reaction rato is given by the rate of evaporation 
of moloculos   (or portions of molecules) from the surface.    The rate 
is then given by 

dm/dt = g |   Jf f*W* (68) 

whero m is tho number of molecules per gram in the solid state, 
g is the number of grains per gram, 
5" is tho surface area of a grain, 
5 is the area occupied by a molecule. 

Upon making the substitutions 

m - nm 

■ 

3 
g = 3V /4 4Tr 

B = 4<ir*J»B>* 
(69) 

s r (vJmQ) 2/3 

.here  mQ is tho initial number of molecules per gram in the 
~ solid, 
VQ is the initial specific volume of a grain, 

rQ is the initial radius of a grain, 

J JNFIDENTIAL 
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the r te equation booomoe: 

2/3 g V*  kT ASVR -*H/foT 
 (70) 

1 

whioh may bo writton 

A   A»*. - 2/3 . -*#RT - dn/dt - n '  2 o  '  (71'» 

J) o time derivative Is changed to a space doiivative with the aid 
• :   Gho Btoady-state relation 

dt dy     MV dy ••••••(7£ j 

Upon making tho substitution Vfn V-Gt ,  and nogleoting P1V1l
1/Vg1< 

we Obtain tho three differential equations 

MjM.dV'/^y    = ▼ •■ + (l-n)irj/vf  - J' ••••••(lO) 

§   dlf/dy      s CVT -   (l-njQ + J'V  - ftfV2 - I?1        (V4) 

- dn/dy 
1 -AH/RT      2/3 

fu3T zo  (75; 

v— 

(. 

?or convenience in calculation ire make changes in notation 
analogous to thosu used beforo; 

Soducod t empor at ure    0 5 3? HIP/j f 

Hoducod velooity £0 = V1 fcT/j f 

Roducod distance z - y H/JA. 
S = K/2Cv 

l + a = Zi^^/Z'2, 

k = hi/^vS"v 

Q1 = Q HI2/J,2üV 

Z ■  = Z ytA/j 1 

A»  = AH* 4£2/j'2 

•WFIDOmW. 
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Upon making thoso substitutions, tho three differential equations 
to bo Integrated simultaneously beoome 

7****nk. 
d^d* ■ v* + (l-n)0//j- 1 

dO/dz = 1A[° - Q-'U-a) m% fl-**8 -Sa] 

- dn/dz - Z1 e 
Ä>+(*f 

••••••(76) 

 (77) 

 (78) 

While analytic solutions have not been obtained for the 
IvTittB of equations (76), (77|, (76) in the general caso, it is 
;.;r;L*«ible to solve the equations exactly in the front of the wave 
jr"it»re the amount of reaction is negligible. The solution is 

I 

<J = 1 - ox  o 

9 = oa^ 
1 - 2k 

2a      z/k 
e  + o2 o 

 (79) 

 (80) 

Solutions over tho ontiro rango oan be obtained for specific 
-jubstanooB by numerical integration.  This h-s been carried through 
t'or 'fW^f tho results of tho calculations being presented in 
Hg« 11. The numerical integrations aro somewhat tedious because 
tho result of tho integration is sensitive to the precise value 
it which integration is startod, so that the integration must bo 
repeated several times boforo it satisfies all tho boundary condi- 
tions. The final result in Pig. 11 is bclievod to be fairly 
'.i3curato. 

aro: 
2ho numorioal values aosumod for TB'JS in this calculation 

▼l 
D 

«1 

= 0.629 cm3 g"1 

= 6.9 10ß om sec"1 

= 300°S 
J!? = 0.4355 om1 

ff s 0.326 oal g 

Mean molecular weight of products =25.9 

Q s 770 oal g"1 

V2 = 0.5094 om
3 g"1 

T2 = 3293°K 
I<P s 2.39 10      oal sec      om      (estimated) 
,u> m  2 1Ö0 poise (ostimated) 
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0.6046 om3 g"1 

0.7563 1014 BOO"1 

IQ"7 om 

(estimated) 

(estimated) 
11 koal molo"  (estimated) 

****ft '/if 

All of tho proportioß of 2NT in the abovo list except those 
marked "estimated" wore taken from a calculation of the ioton&tlor 
properties of TNT by Cook. The only one of tho estimated 
rroportiou v/hioh requires comment LB the grain-radius r0 which 
»a« taken as 10"7 om; this value is surely an extreme lTJwer limit, 
and since tho rate of reaotion LB inversely proportional to the 
initial grain size, this calculation represents an extreme upper 
limit for the rate of reaotion by the evaporation mechanism. 

One unit of z in Pig. 11 is 0.2 Angstrom unitB, which 
i. raid make the reaction zone (and temperature-wave) about 20 or 30 
Sng.strjfm units long in all. 

Discussion 

Several features of these results deserve comment; 

fl) The wave-front of the temperature wave ie comparatively broad 
and of a gradual slope, the temperature appearing to rise as the 
reaotion proceeds.  See the discussion on page 21. 

(2) Tho pressuro-wavo, on the oontrary, is narrow and steep. Just 
as in other shock waves, the pressure front lags far behind the 
tomperature front. The effect of pressure changes on the reaction 
is negligible, and the pressure front is too far behind tho temp- 
erature front to have any important effect in initiation of the 
reaction. When the pressure front arrives, it does produce a 
sudden Jump in the temperature. 

(3) It has boon proposed that detonation roactions should have a 
wave form like that in ?ig. 12, the 
temperature and pressure passing 
through an exceedingly high maximum 
just behind the front of the wave, or«d 
approaching their asymptotio valuec 
from above. The differential tquatiens 
do indicate tho existence of such a 
maximum« However, the calculations 
which ?ig. 11 illustrates show that 
tho maximum in pressure 1B not large, 
while the maximum in temperature is 
imperceptible on tho graph« These 
maxima are thereforo probably not of 
sufficient magnitude to be of any groa*j 

piV*AWC£       importance. 
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PART III.  THÄ DETONATION vaVE WITH RADIAL LOßSiäS. %»»GEH 
fat. 

If explosive charges are of sufficient diameter that the 
wave does resemble closely a one-dimensional wave, it is possible 

• to obtain detonation velocities very olose to those theoretically 
calculated. However, actual explosive charges are often of taoli 
enough diameter that a considerable part of the energy of the 

. detonation wave is dissipated laterally — producing slowing or 
eventually stopping of the detonation wave. The diameter at which 

i    this effect becomes appreciable may be of the order of inches for 
^ow-energy explosives. 

It may be supposed a priori that the detonation wave ceases 
because the chemical react Ton which was its support has oeased. 
At a point where there is no detonation, there is no longer any 
?fteraical reaction. 

As the discussion of Part I indicates, the pressure has 
little or no effect on the rate of reaction. We therefore suppose 
v-r/u the chemical reaction becomes excessively slow only because 
''•'■'a 'emperature has fallen excessively low. When the explosive is 
'"•;■■, ,nated with tho aid of a booster, the temperature at the 
c-etaooto* end is sufficiently high (if the booster ie supposed to 
be a high-energy explosive) that the reaction will go in the solid 
phase. But as the detonation wave proceeds, if heat is lost rad- 
ially the back part of the detonation wave will be cooled, This 
will cause the reaction to become slower in this region, which 
will then oool the region Immediately preceding it. The result 
will be that a region of low pressure and temperature (rarefaction 
wave) will spread forward until it reaches the front of the 
detonation wave and the detonation will fail. 

The effect of temperature-lowering on the reaction rate will 
be particularly noticeable if the reaction has to go homogeneously 
if at all, beoause it has no surface to permit the heterogeneous 
reaction. This will be true for oust explosives, and to a lesser 
extent true for explosives composed of large-sized particles. 
The high activation energy of the homogeneous reaction will causr. 
the reaction to come to a complete standstill even at moderately 
high temperatures (of. :?ig. 4). 

The complete problem of the rate of dissipative loss in a 
wave with chemical reaction is a difficult one which has not been 
solved. However, the magnitude of dissipative loss as a function 
of the amount of radial expansion oan be studied. There are at 
least three possible ways in which expansion might produce a 
lowering of temperc-ture: 

• ' (1) Effect on the reaction 

If the chemical reaction in a particular region has only 
gone partially to completion when the explosive has expanded, the 
remaining reaction will take place as if the initial density of 
loading of the explosive were less. This might effect both the 

■ 
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pressure and the temperature which the oomplete reaction would 
produoe. 

The experimental fact is that while the initial density of 
loading has a marked effect on the detonation velocity fl'ig. 13 
gives the effeot on detonation velooity for some common explosives) 
and on the detonation pressure (?ig. 14.1; gives the effect on 
pressure)9 it has substantially no effect on the detonation 
temperature (?ig. 15). 

This result should have been expected, for the detonation 
temperature is determined primarily by the heat evolved by the 
reaction and the heat capacity of the products, neither of which 
Is particularly sensitive to density. Uore exactly, the detonation 
temperature for a solid explosive is given by 

**to 

To ■ 
*!+•  «/Sir 

1 - 
m ••••••(81) 

i+2i 
H 

(1 - d*/dV2) 

Afters U  is the number of molecules produced from s single molecule 
c; ;>c~oxplo8ion, and tho other symbols have their usual meaning 

:"(.!:)• It will bo noted that the density appears explicitly only 
I < the derivative of the oovolume. The effect of density would 
j.-iorsfore be small. 

(2) Jgffect of adiabatic expansion 

If tho reacted (or partially reacted) explosive behing the 
detonation front expands so quickly that heat loss to the 
surroundings may be neglected, we can calculate the temperature 
drop caused by the adiabatic expansion. 

?or a substance which obeys the imperfect gas law 

P (V -<*) = 81 

with the covolume oonstant, the adiabatio law is 

S (V -<X)°P/Cv = const. 

T (V -K)  v  = const. 

......iOfe/ 

fa») 

V— 

from whioh the temperature and pressure after ~ny given expansion 
may be computed. This has been done, with the assumption th_t 
the oovolume oc is 0.85 of the detonation volume Vo. The results 
are  plotted in Pig. 16. 

\ 
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(3) Bf foot of inertia of the ease. 
^ffa 

'^ 

If work IB done against the Inert La forces due to the 
case surrounding tho explosive charge, energy will be dissipated 

r  * thoreby and the temperature will fall. 

The results for this process have been calculated by 
• numerical integration by 3.1■ Taylor, for a cylindrical explosive 
surrounded by a heavy case, and the case does not begin to expand 

/' aatll the detonation wave has passed and tho reaction Is over. 
Tho temperature and pressure calculated in this way for 

- .^rious degrees of expansion are plotted in ?lg. 17, the data for 
which were taken from Table I of Taylor's report. The temperature 
*;as not given in Taylor's Table I, but was computed from his 
values of pressure and density with the aid of the equation of 
v'tate. 

The calculations of Taylor on which 7ig. 17 is based include 
vul-.i the effect of inertia and of adiabatio expansion. 

Discussion 

It is apparent that the effects of radial expansion will 
.".cH/or the temporaturo behind tho front of a detonation wave — 
u>nd tho magnitude of tho temporaturo effect is large enough to 

9       have a major effect on tho rate of reaction. 
i JOT  example, on expansion to twice tho initial volume will 

lower the temperature to about ZOfo of its initial value (Jig. 17). 
If the initial temperature was 4000°K, this "cooling would be 
sufficient to bring it to 800°£., which would effectively stop 
not only tho homogonoous (solid) reaction tut also the hetero- 
geneous (evaporation) roaction and so bring all decomposition 
of tho explosive to a standstill. 
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Flgf IV.    THIS DÄKÄA/K» V/AVIS IN a?HJ HOH-öTÄiDY STATJ ** 

% «t 
Having determined the distribution of prossure, temperature, 

density and voloolty In the steady-state dotonation wave, wo may 
• ish to doterrnino tho same properties for the non-Bteady state» 
iitor  example, wo may wish to hc.vo the v/ave pass from ono medium into 
.another with different properties -nd follow its progress there. 

In principle, it is possible to do this by numerical 
it■:• ^ration of the general equations of conservation, introduoing 
■:•/■••■: .'hosen oondltions discontlnuüusly at some point on the space 
ccordixiat«« Any given distribution may be differentiated graphically 
or tubularly to obtain all the necessary terms in the equations 

a?» 

 (64) 

••••••(85) 

(86) (p ^L(\^L     * ift   £4J     
v t*j»)ji 'jet?* cjt .-. 

rich the usual auxiliary equations 

P = f (p , T)    (aquation of state) 

JS = CyT - (l-n)Q 

dn/dt =    ■.   JP(n,  T)       (Rite lav/) 

 (ÖÖ j 

 f89j 

Having obtained the   time derivatives,   it v/ould bo possiblo to find 
new valuos for the variables by relations such as 

Sji ■ 3p^. |T^t   et0-  (90) 

■ 

\ 

Repetition of this process will then show graphically the effect 
on a detonation v/ave of any set of conditions we choose to impose. 
Tho wave could bo followed from one explosive into ..n other, as 
for a booster. The method could also follow the thermal initiation 
of an explosivo by a given temperature distribution. 

The method has boen tried by the writers in a preliminary 
way, but tho calculation involvod is oxcesslve and no final results 
have boon obtained in this v/ay. An attempt to evaluate the deriva- 
tives by expressing T as a power series in t_ (soe Informal Progress 
Report 2) was abandoned because it did not converge fast enough to 
pormit any usoful calculations. 
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